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Monuments to the Ruins of Tomorrow

The exhibition
speaks of two approaches to the notions of monument and monumentality – the recodification of space as a relic of the
past (Cristian Rusu) and the recasting of objects as cultural symbols of the present (Teodor Graur). The organization of the exhibition into these
two approaches offers an experience of oscillating between meditating on the ruin and tackling the carefully devised utopia of the “interior
monument”, both stances being indicated by the graphical sign of the title (
for modernism, melancholy, monument).
Cristian Rusu integrates the traumatic implications of the ruin in a nostalgic architectural space, defined by Andreas Huyssen as a “utopia in
reverse”, a palimpsest of images about history, orienting the desire for other times and other places. In „Nostalgia for Ruins”, Huyssen describes
the ruin as follows: “In the body of the ruin the past is both present in its residues and yet no longer accessible, making the ruin an especially
powerful trigger for nostalgia. […] This contemporary obsession with ruins hides the nostalgia for an earlier age that had not yet lost its power
to imagine other futures.” The paradoxical conflation between the past and the future on the unstable ground of the ruin projects new fields of
discourse on memory, residues of perception and imaginary spaces. By peering askew through the cracks of the ruin, space becomes “a different
kind of space” and time turns into a limitless, elastic instrument.
The installation-like assembly of objects signed by Teodor Graur creates an "island" dedicated to the modernist imaginary, to the ideals about
society and to the material recovered from a yet uncategorized history. Each monument seems to have lived nine lives, proving an almost
heroic resilience but also adaptability. Their corporeality is not passive, but ever-changing, in relation to contemporary elements and codes,
connecting the historical avant-garde and its artistic landmarks to present-day utility object. The artist's affectionate and occasionally ironic
relation to the objects collected, dislocated, transformed, and recycled is visible in his installations which stand for a wide variety of monuments
ranging from "ecological monuments" to "funerary monuments" or the Big Brother Monument dedicated to the ubiquitous eye. The historical
photographs La nave (1987) mark a parallel insertion in the exhibition, juxtaposing two realities, inseparable by virtue of their subversive nature.
The two artists, of different generations and artistic practices, pursue a reconsideration of modernism through the specific language thereof, as
an inexhaustible phenomenon which left indelible traces. At the same time they open a collective space for reflection which speaks about a
past that cannot be accessed in its entirety. The incomplete or perishable monument can equal a utopia crafted from the ruins tomorrow.
Teodor Graur (b. 1953) lives in Bucharest. His work includes performance, photography, sculpture and installation, and in recent years the artist
concentrated on a series of assemblies and objects that make up a nostalgic and equally ironic"museum". He founded the group Euroartist with
Olimpiu Bandalac (between 1994-1996). Solo exhibitions (selection): Nostalgia, tranzit.ro / Bucharest (2014), Club Electroputere, Craiova (2012),
3 X The Totalitarian, Modernist, Balkan Museum, The Contemporary Art Gallery of the National Museum Brukenthal (2012), Romanian Context:
from Pop Art to Genuine Design, Anca Poteraşu Gallery (2011), Balcanian XXI, The Museum of the Romanian Peasant, Bucharest (2011), Remodern,
Galeria Anticariat Curtea Veche, Bucharest (2010), Made in East Europe, Gallery Fabs, Warsaw (2006). Group exhibitions (selection): The Hero, the
Heroine and the Author, Ludwig Museum, Budapest (2012), When History Comes Knocking, Plan B, Berlin (2010), Transitionland, The National
Museum of Art, Bucharest (2000), In Search of Balkania, Neue Galerie, Graz (2002), Blood & Honey - Future's in the Balkans, Sammlung Essl, Vienna
(2003), International Biennial of Art in Istanbul (1995),International Biennial of Art in Venice (1997).
Cristian Rusu (b. 1972) lives in Cluj. He is a visual artist and scenographer, and teaches at the Faculty of Theater and Television, "Babes-Bolyai"
University in Cluj. His main artistic concern is space research. By using various techniques such as drawing, photography, video, installation and
by combining utopian visions with spatial and architectural concepts, he inquires on the interplay between aesthetic sensibility and ideology.
Solo exhibitions (selection): Fear Itself, Plan B, Cluj; Space Itself, Plan B, Berlin (2009), Pavillon Tyrol, Künstlerhaus Büchsenhausen, Innsbruck (2007).
Group exhibitions (selection): Ein Loch im Meer, Württembergischer Kunstverein Stuttgart (2016), I Am the Invisible Man, The National Museum of
Contemporary Art, Bucharest (2016), Other Rooms, Plan B, Cluj (2015), A Few Grams of Red, Yellow, Blue, Center for Contemporary Art Ujazdowski
Castle, Warsaw (2014), Open Monument, Kunstraum Kreuzberg Bethanien, Berlin (2013),European Travellers: Art from Cluj Today, Műcsarnok /
Kunsthalle Budapest (2012), From Mathematics to China, Salonul de Proiecte, Bucharest (2012), Subtle Construction, Transboavista / VPF / Art
Edifico / Platform Revolver, Lisbon (2011), Romanian Cultural Resolution, Spinnerei Leipzig (2010).
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